Fund Administration Solutions
For Spend Managers

Global Top 20 hedge funds have deployed our latest application designed to
streamline internal mid and back oﬃce functions, while ensuring a complete audit
trail is maintained. It provides enhanced functionality that removes the need for
spreadsheets, paper, PDF and other human/manual processes within compliance,
legal, finance, fund accounting and administration.

We touch on the following stakeholders:
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Fund Accounting
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Resolvr - "Connecting Digital Islands" within your organization.
Resolvr is a high performance application, under a new brand:
Resolvr is being integrated into other business critical applications used by fund administrators, including fund
accounting and finance tools such as QuickBooks and Hazeltree.

In the first release of Resolvr we are facilitating the seamless, auditable workflows of digital expense management,
review, apportionment and allocation according to the fund or funds to which every dollar should be associated. There
are accounts reconciliation, oversight and control mechanisms built in to ensure all stakeholders can share
information, make adjustments, send annotations, attachments and other communications before the final product is
handed over to finance. All transactions contain an appropriate audit trail. API feeds to and from Resolvr remove the
need for spreadsheets or paper to connect each requisite department. Time and resource consuming manual tasks
become redundant.

This fully digitized environment not only saves time, money and eﬀort, but also cuts down on human error in data
handling, thus improving levels of compliance.

We are building out enhancements and modules, including the "Compliance Dashboard", for the CCO and General
Counsel, plus adding further data visualizations to our analytics reporting platform.

aXpire SMT has utility within hedge funds, private equity firms and fund administrators, all aiming to reduce the burden
and risk of the current human/manual processes for all spend managers.
For further information and to learn more about aXpire, please email us at: info@aXpire.io

